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Abstract 
We introduce a new definition of intersection number by means of umkehr maps. This 
definition agrees with an obvious definition up to sign. It allows us to extend the concept 
parametrically to fibre bundles. For fibre bundles we can then define intersection number 
transfers. Fibre bundles arise naturally in equivariant situations, so the truce of the action 
divides intersection numbers. We apply this to equivariant projective varieties and other 
examples. Also we study actions of nonconnected groups and their traces. 
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1. Introduction 
When two manifolds with complementary dimensions inside a third manifold 
intersect transversally, their intersection number is defined. This classical topologi- 
cal invariant has played an important role in topology and its applications. In this 
paper we introduce a new definition of intersection number. 
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The definition naturally extends to the case of parametrized manifolds over a 
base B; that is to fibre bundles over B. Then we can define transfers for the fibre 
bundles related to the intersection number. This is our main objective, and it is 
done in Theorem 6. The method of producing transfers depends upon the Key 
Lemma which we prove here. Special cases of this lemma played similar roles in 
the establishment of the Euler-Poincare transfer, the Lefschetz number transfer, 
and the Nakaoka transfer. 
Two other features of our definition are: (1) We replace the idea of submani- 
folds with the idea of maps from manifolds, and in effect we are defining the 
intersection numbers of the maps; (2) we are not restricted to only two maps, we 
can define the intersection number for several maps, or submanifolds. 
We can apply Theorem 6 to equivariant topology. When the maps involved are 
equivariant, or even if they are only homotopy equivariant, the intersection 
number is an equivariant invariant. This is seen by using the Bore1 construction to 
get the fibre bundle situation for which Theorem 6 provides transfers. Transfers 
tell us much about equivariant topology. Much of this information can be concen- 
trated in a single integer called the truce of the action. 
The trace of an action is an integer which is defined by looking at all the 
possible transfers arising from the Bore1 construction. It was defined in [4] and is 
very closely related to the exponent of an action as defined by Browder in [l]. In 
fact the trace equals the exponent for orientation preserving actions on manifolds. 
However the trace, in contrast to the exponent, is always defined in any equivari- 
ant setting. When the equivariant situation allows intersection numbers, the trace 
must divide the intersection number. This result is our main application of 
transfers to group actions and is found in Theorem 7 and is a consequence of 
Theorem 6. 
In addition to showing that the trace divides intersection numbers, we examine 
how the trace behaves when the acting group is disconnected. In particular, we 
show that the trace of an action of a finite group G on a space X must be the 
product of the traces of the Sylow p-subgroups acting on X. This latter part is 
contained in the thesis of bzaydin at Purdue University [5]. 
Finally, we give some examples of trace in action. In the case of nonsingular 
projective varieties, the degree of the variety is an intersection number. Thus in 
suitable equivariant situations the trace divides the degree of the variety. We 
obtain generalizations of a theorem of Browder and Katz [2]. Also we look at 
examples of elementary p-groups acting on products of spheres. In these situations 
we find that appropriate G-submanifolds imply that the trace divides associated 
determinants, permanents, and Pfaffians. 
We would like to thank L. Avramov for helpful discussions. 
2. Multiple functional intersection number 
Definition 1. Let f, : Ai -+ M be a finite set of maps between closed oriented 
manifolds Ai and M. We suppose the sum of the codimensions of Aj equals the 
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dimension of M. That means, assuming there are k maps fj, that Ef=, (dim A4 - 
dim Ai) = dim M, or Cf==, dim Ai = (k - 1) dim M. 
NextdefineF:A,X ... XA,-+MX ... XM byF=f,X ... Xf,.Definethe 
multiple intersection number, denoted f ,*f2* . . ’ -fk, as the integer 
[A*F!(I)] n [M] EH,,(M; z) = z. 
Here d:M+MX ... x M is the diagonal map, F! denotes the Umkehr map on 
cohomology and 1 E H’(A, X . . . X A,). We denote by [Ml the orientation class 
of M. We require M to be connected, so that H,(M; Z> z Z, but the A, need not 
be connected. So the 1 E HO(A, X . . . xA,) is the sum of the generators 1 E Ho 
(connected components of A, X . . . xA,) s L, and each of those generators is 
equal to a product 1, X 1, X . . . , where the A, B, , . . are connected components 
of A,, A,, . . . respectively. The Umkehr map F! is defined as the composition 
D,&FDAx where D, denotes the Poincare duality map H *CM; Z> 3 H, (M; Z) 
given by D,(x) =x n [Ml. Here MX= M X . . . X M where the product is taken k 
times and AX=AI X ... XA,. 
Obviously the multiple intersection number depends on the choices of orienta- 
tion on AX and on M. For the case of two connected closed oriented submani- 
folds A and B of complimentary dimensions in M, the usual intersection A-B 
agrees with f’g (up to sign) where f and g are the inclusion maps. That is because 
the usual intersection number ends up being given by the cup product of the 
Poincare duals of the fundamental classes [Al and [B] in H,.M; Z>. Using the 
concept of the Umkehr map, this is just f !(l,> U g!(l,> which the following lemma 
implies is equal to + (f=g)[ Ml. 
Remark. The reader may ask why the multiple functional intersection number 
f1-f2* . . . l fk is defined using Umkehr maps instead of the obvious definition as the 
cup product of the PoincarC duals of the homology classes f, *[Ail capped with 
[Ml? As one can see from Lemma 3, the obvious definition differs from our 
definition by a complicated sign. The reason we need Umkehr maps is to construct 
the transfer in Theorem 6. Note that the Key Lemma cannot be stated without 
Umkehr maps. In general, if one can express an invariant in terms of Umkehr 
maps, then there is a good chance transfers can be defined. This is especially true 
since the Key Lemma holds. The sign difference in Lemma 3 is not important; it is 
just there. 
Lemma 2. A*( f X g>!(lA X lB) = (- l>““f !(l,) Ug!(l,) where q = n - dim B and 
n = dim M. 
Proof. 
A*(f xg)!(L, x 1B) 
=~*D,hw(fd4) XcdBI)) 
=A*D,:,((f !U.J n WI) x (g!(b) n [Ml)) 
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= (- l>“qA*Q&((f!(l,) X&d) n ([Ml X [Ml)) 
= (-l)"qA*(f*(l) xg!(l)) = (-l)““f!(I) @(I). 0 
In fact, we have in general 
Lemma 3. A*F!(l) = (- l>“f;(lA,) U *. . Ufl(lAk) where 
a=n[(k- l)q,+(k-2)q,_, + ... +q2] 
and qi = n - dim A,, the codimension of Ai. 
Proof. The same as Lemma 2, only the notation is much more involved. Counting 
the sign change is the only complication. 0 
Next we extend the definition of multiple intersection number to the case where 
M is a connected orien?d manifold with boundary M4 and the fi : Ai + M are 
maps of pairs (Ai, i3Ai)f(M, aM). We assume that at least one of the Ai has an 
empty boundary. Also the Aj are all oriented and the sum of the codimension 
(n - dim Ai) is equal to n as before. We let Dh4 denote the double of M. It is a 
closed oriented manifold. We let DFi : DA, + DM be the double of the map 
f, : ( Ai, aA,) + (M, &l4> in the case where A, has a boundary, and if 3A, = fl we 
let Df, : A,5M s DM be the composition of f, with the standard inclusion j of 
M into its double. 
Definition 4. We define the multiple intersection number fl-f2- . . . -fk to be the 
intersection number Dfl-Df2* * . . -Dfk. 
Remarks. (a) We required at least one of the Ai to have an empty boundary. We 
can define the intersection number as above in the case when all the A, have 
nonempty boundaries, but in this case it will always be zero. 
(b) The intersection number is obviously preserved under homotopy of the fi. 
Cc) If f, - . . . -fk # 0, then the intersection of the images of the f, is not empty, 
that is II fc,fi(Ai) # @. 
(d) A geometric interpretation of multiple intersection number for the case 
when the Ai are submanifolds of M should go as follows: Choose orientations of 
the normal bundles vi consistent with the choices of orientation of M and Ai. 
Assuming the Ai are mutually transversal at the points T, E rl f= I Ai, assign to the 
point xi the number + 1 if the orientations at xj combme to give the orientation 
of M at xj, and assign xi the number - 1 otherwise. The sum of these local 
multiple intersection numbers is the global intersection number. 
(e) Let vk be a k-bundle over the closed oriented manifold M”. If n = kr, the 
self-intersection number of the zero section s is defined to be s.. . . 0s. Let X(V) 
denote Euler class of a bundle V. Then 
/Y(V @ . . . ev) = [,I&)]~= k(s--s)[i+H”(M; Z). 
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An application of the idea of intersection number can be used in a dual 
situation to calculate the degree of a map. Suppose that M is a closed smooth 
oriented connected manifold and suppose that we have a family of k smooth maps 
fi : M +Ai where the Ai are connected smooth closed oriented manifolds the sum 
of whose dimensions equals the dimension of M. The relevant invariant, a 
“co-intersection number”, is the degree of the composition 
G:M:,Mx . . . xM~“‘~x . . . x/l,. 
Corollary 5. With the notation of the preceding paragraph, k deg G = i,* ’ . . *i, 
where ij : f,:‘(aj> --f M and aj is a regular value of fj in Aj. Thus the degree of G is 
the intersection number of the fibres of the fi. 
Proof. For any smooth map f : M + N between closed oriented manifolds and 
fibre F=f-‘(b) where b is a regular point, we have i,[Fl=f *([Nl)n[Ml 
where i: F -+ M is the inclusion, [3]. So, in other words, i!(l,> = f *([RI). NOW 
(deg G)[Ml = G*([xil X .*. X [A,]) = f,*([A,I) U *.. U fc([Akl = ii U 
. . . U iX(1,) = _t(i,* . . . .i,)[M]. 0 
3. 
f 
F - F, 
f 
E - E, 
B-B 
1, 
Here p and p, are fibre bundle projections and i and i, are inclusions of a fibre. 
The map f is a fibre preserving map which restricts to f on the fibre. In addition 
every space is a closed oriented manifold. 
Key Lemma. f !i * = (- l)E(F1-F)i~~! where (- 1)x means ( - l)d’m x. 
Proof. Let U be a small ball in B centered on the base point * where p ~ ‘( * > = F. 
Then V=p-‘(VI and Vi =p; ‘(U) are open sets of E and E, respectively. 
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The following diagram commutes except for the top rectangle. The undecorated 
arrows are induced by inclusions. 
H*(F) 
f! 
‘H*(F) 
I I 
_ _ 
H*(!?x F)- n[“‘~lx[F1 H, ((0, ti)x F) (1Xf)t*(cD,iij~F,) n[L;,cilxiF11H*(D~FJ 
I 
i* zex 
1 
- ex 
I I 
i: 
H*(E)=H*(E,E-V) f* -H,(EI> EI-VI)< 
n[E,,E V,l 
H*(h) 
-k I I z I 14 
f!:H*(E) 
n[El 
,H,(E) 
f* nW,l 
- ,H*(EI)~ = H*(h) _ 
Now the top rectangle commutes up to (- l)B(F1-F), since the second row gives 
the following 
IXX-(ixx)n[~,iT]x[F]=(-l)XBIU,~]~(~n[F]) 
-(-i)“s[U,ir] xf*(xn[F])=(-l)“BIU,iT] x(f’(x)n[F1]) 
=(-1) ~e+(XCX(F1-F))B(l xf!(x)) n ([U, ri] x [F,]) 
-)(-I) BWF)1 xf!( X)_ 
This proves the lemma. 0 
Suppose we have the 
f, 
Ai - M 
following k fibre bundle squares. 
Ei 4 E i=l,...,k 
ip1 lp 
B -B 
1, 
where each space is a closed oriented manifold, A4 and B are connected and the 
codimension of the Ai sum to the dimension of M. More generally we may assume 
that M and B and hence E have nonempty boundaries and that some of the Ei 
have nonempty boundaries and in those cases fi : (E,, aEi) + (E, aE>. Of course 
all spaces are compact. 
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Theorem 6. There is a transfer associated to the fibre bundle p with trace (f 1’ . . . l fk). 
That is, there is a homomorphism r *:H,(B;G)jH,(E;G) so thatp.or* is 
multiplication by fI* . . . - fk. Similarly there is a homomorphism r * : H *( E; G) + 
H*(B; G) so that r* 0 p * is multiplication by f ,a . . . .fk. 
Proof. Let E, 0 . . . 0 E, denote the multiple fibre product of the fibre bundles 
pi : Ei + B. That is, 
E, D . . . 0 E,= {(e,,...,e,) EE, X ... XE,lp,(e,) = ... =pk(ek)}. 
Now the map p: E, 0 . . . 0 E, + B defined by p(e,,.. .,ek) =p(e,) E B is a 
fibre bundle projection with fibre A, X . . . xA,. Also we have the multiple fibre 
product E 0 . . . 0 E + B with fibre M x . . . x M. Define $: E, 0 . . . 0 E, + 
EO . . . OE by F(e,, . . . , ek) = (f;(e,), . . . , f&e,)). The diagonal A : E --) 
EO . . . 0 E is given by A(e) = (e, . . . , e). All this fits into a commutative diagram 
A,x ... xA,-,Mx ... XMAM 
I k I j i 
E, o ... o E,- ’ EO... QE -dE 
I 1 I 
P 
B 
1, 1, 
+ B.B 
Now we can define the class A*F’!(l) E HYE; G) in the case of closed E. Then 
i*(A*$!(l)) = A*j*$!(l) = kA*F!k*(l) = +A*F!(l) = -t-(f,. .+* l f,)[M]. The 
equalities are true by commutativity and the Key Lemma and the last equality is 
the definition. The transfer maps are defined as usual: T*(X) =p!(x U A*F!(l)) 
and T*(X) =p,(d*$!(l) nx>. 
In the case that M has a nonempty boundary, and B is closed, taking the 
doubles Df, : DEi --) DE and Df; : El, + E + DE gives a transfer for DM + DE -j 
B. Since M + E + B is a fibrewise retraction of DM + DE + B, the transfer 
defined for the latter restricts to the former with the same trace, fI* . . . .fk. In the 
remaining case where B has nonempty boundary, we consider the pullback of 
M + E 3 B by the retraction map r : DB -+ B. Suppose this pullback is denoted 
M += DE2DB. Then Dp admits a transfer with associated number fl. . . . l fk, and 
so p, which is fibrewise retract of Dp, admits a transfer with associated number 
f,= . . .*fk. 0 
4. The trace of an action 
Suppose G is a group acting on spaces Ai and M and suppose fi : Ai + M are 
homotopy G-maps. Let us say that i : W -+ V is a homotopy G-map if there is a 
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fibre bundle square 
which extends i to a map f over lBG. Here V, is the Bore1 construction E, X,V. 
In [4,5] we introduced the integer tr(p), read the trace of the fibration p. Let 
deg(p) be the smallest positive integer N so that there is a homomorphism T so 
that p* 0 7 = multiplication by N. If no such integer exists then set degtp) equal 
to zero. In fact, deg(p) is the greatest common divisor of these numbers. Next the 
truce of p, denoted tr(p), is the least upper bound of all the positive deg(pf) 
where the pf are the pullbacks of p by arbitrary maps f : X+ B. If the least upper 
bound does not exist set tr(p) equal to zero. In fact the tr(p) is the least common 
multiple of these numbers. Then we define the trace of an action, denoted 
tr(G, M), by tr(G, M) = tr(p,) where pG : E, X GM + B, is the Bore1 construc- 
tion of the universal G-principal bundle G --f E, + B, with M. 
Theorem 7. Suppose G is a group so that the classifying space B, has finite type and 
suppose that M is an oriented compact G-manifold and f, : Ai --f M are homotopy 
G-maps from oriented compact manifolds Ai which preserve boundaries. Then 
tr(G, Ml I(f,* . . . l f,>. 
Proof. Let B be a regular neighborhood of the (Dim h4 + 2)-skeleton embedded in 
some Euclidean space. So B is an oriented manifold with boundary. Let A4 + E 5 
B be the pullback of IV-M, + B, onto B where the map B + B,, which 
induces the pullback, is homotopic to the inclusion of the (Dim A4 + 2)-skeleton. 
By 14, Proposition 6.61 we have tr(G, M) = deg(p). By Theorem 6 and the 
definition of deg(p), we see that tr(G, M) = tr(p) = deg( p) r,* . . . -fk. 0 
Theorem 7 allows us to add multiple intersection numbers to the list of 
topological and group theoretical properties divided by the trace of an action. 
Most of this list so far may be found in [4, Theorem 1.11. 
Remark. By [4, Theorem 1.51, if G acts orientably on a closed manifold M” the 
trace tr(G, M) is the order of the quotient group of the top dimensional integer 
cohomology group divided by the image of fibre inclusion of the cohomology of 
H”(E, X,M), if this is finite, and zero otherwise. This is just what Browder’s 
exponent is in [l]. In this special case the trace appears more tractible than in the 
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general definition. But the general definition works for any action and therefore 
appears in theorems which are not restricted to closed manifolds and orientation 
preserving actions. The list of properties of the general trace is quite substantial 
and they work together well, so that despite its strange looking definition it is 
actually quite easy to use the concept. This is exemplified by the arguments in the 
next section which do not use the exponent definition above and so result in facts 
which are true in more generality and which yield even more additions to the list of 
properties of the trace. 
5. Traces and subgroups 
Let G be a group, X a G-space and let H be a subgroup of G. By [4, Theorem 
6.2(a)], tr(H, X) divides tr(G, X). We will now show that the quotient divides 
tr(G, G/H) where G/H is the G-space consisting of a single orbit of isotropy type 
H. 
Proposition 8. Let H be a subgroup of G, and let X be a G-space. 
tr(H, X)1 tr(G, X)l tr(G,G/H) tr(H, X). 
Then 
Proof. We already know the le_ft division by [4, Theorem 6.2(a)]. For the second, 
given any map f : Y + B,, let Y be the pullback fitting into the diagram: 
G/H = G/H 
I I 
F 2 (G/H),=B, 
I 4 I 
Y 2 B,. 
From the definition of tr(G, G/H) as the 1.c.m. of the degrees of the proiection 
maps over all pullbacks of the Bore1 construction, it follows that_deg(Y + Y) 
divides tr(G, G/H). Hence there is a transfer r : H,(Y, Z> -+ H,(Y; Z> so that 
CJ* 0 r = tr(G, G/H). 
From the diagram 
x= X 
I I 
G/H -x,-x, 
II I I 
G/H -B,-+B, 
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we get the pullback diagram (via f and f> 
X X 
I I 
G/H - f*(&f) z f *(&) 
! B I P 
G/H - 
4 
Y-Y 
If u is a transfer realizing deg(b) then p = @.+ 0 u 0 7 satisfies p*p = 
_ 
P* o 4* aao?-=q 0 j, 0 v 0 7 = tr(G, G/H)deg($). Hence deg(p) I tr(G, 
G/H)deg(@). Now &king the lowest common multiple over all f : Y + B,, and 
noting that tr(H, XI is defined as the 1.c.m. of degrees over a set containing all 
f: Y--f B,, we get tr(G, XI divides tr(G, G/H)tr(H, Xl. 0 
The G-space G/H consisting of a single orbit is perhaps the simplest case we 
should consider, and it’s also important in view of the proposition above. In 
general, with some finiteness assumptions, we have tr(G, G/H) dividing the Euler 
characteristic x(G/H) [4, Proposition 6.7(b)]. When G/H is finite we have 
tr(G, G/H) equalling x(G/H) = [G : HI, but tr(G, G/H) does not equal ,y(G/H) 
in general. 
Lemma 9. Let H be a subgroup of G such that G/H is finite and discrete. Then 
tr(G, G/H) = [G : HI. 
Proof. We have tr(G, G/H) I x(G/H) = [G : HI. Hence it will suffice to find a 
pullback of the Bore1 construction G/H + BH = (G/H), -+ B, whose projection 
has degree [G : HI. Let CT,, . . . , o,, be loops representing classes in r,(B,) mapping 
onto r,(G/H) = G/H in the homotopy exact sequence 
1 -+n,(B,) +rl(BG) -+G/H-, *. 
Let r : M + 9 S’ be a retraction of a closed, connected, oriented manifold on a 
bouquet of n circles. Let f be given by 
f:& \jSlzB,. 
Then f “(B,) is a closed, connected, oriented manifold, covering A4 with fiber 
G/H. Thus the projection p : f *(B,,) + A4 has degree exactly [G : HI. 0 
Combining Propositions 8 and 9 we obtain the following. 
Corollary 10. If G/H is finite then 
tr(H, X)ltr(G, X)I[G: H] tr(H, X). 
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Theorem 11. Let G be a finite group and let X be a G-space. Then 
tr(G, X) = n tr(Gp, X) 
where G, is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and the product is over all primes dividing the 
order of G. 
Proof. Since tr(Gp, X)l]GrI and jG,l . is relatively prime to [G : G,] we see that the 
divisions 
tr(Gp, X)]tr(G, X)][G:G,]tr(G,, X) 
imply that the p-primary factor of tr(G, X) is given by tr(G,, XI. 
In the proof above, the relevant fact about a collection G, was that their orders 
are relatively prime to each other and the order of G is the product of the orders 
of the G,. Hence if {Hi} is a collection of subgroups satisfying this condition, we 
have 
tr(G, X) = n tr(Hi, X). 0 
Now we consider the consequences of Proposition 8 for a compact Lie group G. 
We will denote the connected component of the identity by G,, a maximal torus of 
G, by T, the normalizer of T in G, by N(T), and the Weyl group N(T)/T by W. 
Lemma 12. Let X be a G-space (G compact Lie). Then tr(G, X) divides 
[G : G,] tr(N(T), X). In particular if G is connected then tr(G, X) equals 
tr(N(T), X). 
Proof. Note that tr(G,, GO/N(T)) I X(G,/N(T)) by [4, Proposition 6.7(b)]. But it is 
known that X(G,/N(T)) = 1, hence tr(G,/N(T)) = 1 thus Proposition 8 tells us 
that 
tr(N(T), X)ltr(G,, X>]tr(N(T), X). 
Hence tr(N(T), X) = tr(G,, X). Now Corollary 10 gives us 
tr(G, X)][G:G,] tr(G,, X) = [G:G,] tr(N(T), X). 0 
Now Lemma 12 gives us tr( N( T), X) 11 W Jtr(T, X). When X is a compact 
manifold M, we know from [4, theorem 6.111 that tr(T, M) = 1, if the action has a 
stationary point; or tr(T, M) = 0, if the action does not have a stationary point. 
Thus we obtain 
Corollary 13. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a compact manifold M. Then 
tr(G, M) is either zero, or it divides [G,G,]) W 1 where W is the Weyl group of G,. 
Theorem 14. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a comeact manifold M. Let 
W,, be the Sylow p-subgroups of the Weyl group W, and let W, be the preimage in 
N(T) of W, in W= N(T)/T. Then 
tr(G, M) = n tr(kp, M) 
P 
where the product is taken over all the p dividing 1 W I. 
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Proof. We may assume that tr(I& M) # 0 because otherwise tr(T, M) = 0, which 
implies tr(G, M) = 0; then both sides of the equation would be zero, proving the 
theorem. So since tr(ep, M) # 0, we have tr(T, M) = 1, so from Proposition 8, 
tr(kp, M)IIWa (. Now tr(I$, M)(tr( N(T), M)I[W: W,]tr($, M) by [4, Theo- 
rem 6.2(b)] for the first division and by Corollary 10 for the second division. Hence 
tr(Gp, M) is a common divisor of I W, I and tr(G, y) = tr(N(T), M), and in fact 
is the greatest common divisor since tr(G, M)/tr(W,, M) is not a multiple of p. 
Since tr(G, M) divides I W I = FI,W,, the theorem follows. 0 
Remarks. (a> Theorem 14 can be generalized for a family {Hi} of subgroups of W 
such that n I Hi I = I W I and the I H, I are pairwise relatively prime. 
(b) The following example shows that tr(G, G/H) does not always equal 
x(G/H), in fact it shows that tr(G, G/T) #x(G/T) = I W I. 
(c) In fact tr(S3, M) is always zero or 1 if A4 is a compact manifold. This follows 
from the following example where tr(S3, S3/S’> = 1. Hence tr(S”, M) = tr(S’, M). 
Example. Let G = S3 and H = S’. Then tr(S3, S3/S1) = 1 but x(S3/S’) = 2. 
Proof. This can be seen by considering the fibration S2 -f B,I 5 Bs,. This is a 
fibration which arises from the action of S3 on S* = S3/S’ by the Bore1 construc- 
tion. Now H,(Bsx) = 0 for 0 < i < 4, so i* is an isomorphism i * : H*( Bsz) - 
H2(S2>. Thus the generator of H2(S2) is in the image of i”. Hence by [4, 
Theorem 1.51 we see that tr(S3, S3/S’) = 1. q 
6. Applications of the trace theorems 
An application of Theorem 11 gives an extension of a result of Browder and 
Katz [2] to the nonfree case. Recall that a nonsingular complex projective variety I/ 
of dimension k is a closed, complex analytic submanifold of a complex projective 
space P”, given as the zero set of a set of homogeneous polynomials (in n + 1 
variables). The Chern class of the canonical line bundle c(t) generates the 
cohomology of P”. The hyperplane section LY in H*(1/, Z) is the image of c(5) 
under the map induced by inclusion i” : H2(P”; Z) --f H2(V, Z). We also have 
ak = deg(V)[l/] where [VI is the fundamental class in cohomology. The degree of 
the variety V, deg(V) (not to be confused with the degree of a map), depends on 
the particular embedding of I/ in the projective space, since the hyperplane 
section CY depends on the embedding. 
Proposition 15. Let G be a finite group acting on a nonsingular complex projective 
variety V. Assume H ‘(VI = 0 and the hyperplane section LY in H 2(V) is left 
invariant by G. Then 
tr(G, V)*IIGl(deg V)‘. 
Zf all Sylow subgroups of g are cyclic, then tr(G, V) divides deg V. 
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Proof. The p-primary part of tr(G, V) is exactly tr(G,,, V> for the Sylow p-sub- 
group G,. Hence we may assume that G is a p-group. The action of G is 
orientation preserving because cr and thus ak = (deg V)[v] is invariant (k = 
dimension of V). In the cohomology Serre spectral sequence of the Bore1 con- 
struction V+ I’& + B, we have E$2 = H2(V>G and ET,” = H*(G). These survive 
to E, since H’(V) is zero. Let dcu E H’(G) be the image of (Y under 
d:E;,2~H2(V)G‘+H3(G) +*“. 
Now there is a subgroup K of G such that [G : K12 divides I G 1 and da maps 
to 0 under the restriction map H3(G> + H”(K) [2, 2.11. Restricting the action to 
K, from the functoriality of the Serre spectral sequence we deduce that (Y survives 
to E, (for V + V, + BK). Hence (Y and ak = deg V[ v] are in the image of 
H*(l/,) and thus tr(K, I’) divides deg I’. Then tr(G, I’>l[G: K] tr(K, V)I[G: K] 
deg I/, and squaring the first and last terms, tr(G, Vj21[G: K12(deg V)“( 
IG I(deg V>2. When G is cyclic, H”(G) is zero so da is zero. We don’t have to 
restrict to K, and we conclude tr(G, V) I deg I/. q 
When G acts freely, tr(G, V) = I G I and we have I G 1 divides (deg Vj2 as in 
121. 
Now the degree of V is just the self-intersection number of W with itself where 
W = vn Pk- ‘. So if G is acting on V such that W is left invariant, then by 
Theorem 7 we have tr(G, V) I deg(V). In fact we can relax the condition that the 
inclusion i : W + V is a G-map. Recall that i: W + V is a homotopy G-map if 
there is a fibre bundle square 
W-V 
i 
I I 
which extends i to a map f over lB,;. Then we have shown the following. 
Proposition 16. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a nonsingular projective 
variety V so that the hyperplane section inclusion i : W -+ V is a homotopy G-map. 
Then tr(G, V) I deg(V). 
Browder and Katz have an example [2] where G acts freely on V and satisfies 
the hypothesis of Proposition 1.5, so 1 G 1 ](deg Vj2. But ] G I does not divide deg(V). 
Hence we can conclude that in that example the inclusion of the hyperplane 
section is not a homotopy G-map. 
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Examples. Suppose that M = S2” x . . . x S2” is a product of k spheres each of 
dimension 2n. Suppose G acts on M leaving a 2n(k - l)-dimensional submanifold 
W invariant. The Poincare dual of W is a class (Y E H’“(M) and so CY = alal 
+ . .. +a,a, where the ai are integers and LY~ generates H2YSzn) of the ith 
sphere in the product M. Now CX’ = 0 for all i and aiaj = LY~LY~ since the (yi are 
even dimensional. Hence ak = k!(a, . . . uk)al U * *. u a, = k!(u, . . . a,)[M]. 
Thus tr(G, M) divides k!(u, . . * a,). More generally, if we have k G-invariant 
submanifolds Wi (repetitions allowed), each having codimension 2n, then their 
Poincare duals are of the form Cuija,. Their intersection number is the permanent 
of (uij), and it is divisible by tr(G, M). 
As a particular example, suppose G is an elementary Abelian p-group. By [4, 
Theorem 7.41 we have tr(G, M) = (the number of points in the smallest orbit). 
Thus (the number of points in the smallest orbit) divides k!(u, . . . a,). 
In the odd dimensional situation, where M = S2n+ ’ x . . . x S2n+1 is a product 
of k odd dimensional spheres each of dimension 2n + 1, suppose we have a set 
{u/;} of k G-invariant submanifolds of codimension 2n + 1. Then the Poincare dual 
of each manifold is given by pi = Cuija!j E H 
and each ‘Ye generates H 2n+1(S 
2n+1(M) where the a,, are integers 
2n+1). NOW ffj u crk = -CY~ u CY~. Hence wi.. . . ‘wk 
= det(uij). So if G is an elementary Abelian p-group we see that (the number of 
points in the smallest orbit) divides det(uij). In addition, suppose that k = 21 and 
W is an invariant oriented closed manifold of codimension 2(2n + 1). Suppose the 
PoincarC dual of W is given by p = Cuij~iaj. Now p’= l!Pf(a,)cY, . . . ak. Thus 
tr(G, M) divides Z!(Pf(uij). Here Pf(uij) is the Pfaffian. 
[4, Theorem 7.41 is greatly generalized by [l, Theorem 1.11. In particular, 
Browder’s result implies that the trace of an action of an elementary Abelian 
p-group on a G-CW complex is equal to the number of points in the smallest orbit. 
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